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[57] ABSTRACT 
A control device for tabulation printing which com 
prises a tabset register for storing a plurality of tabset 
position signals de?ning the columns of a printing 
sheet in which tabulation printing is to be effected; a 
memory device for storing a signal denoting the lower 
order tabset position of a printing column by reading 
out the tabset position signal from the tabset register 
and further storing a signal representing the position 
in which the highest order of a printing data is to be 
recorded, with reference to the aforesaid restored tab 
set position signal; a discriminator for generating a 
?rst output signal where a printing data only consists 
of digits and a second output signal where a printing 
data includes at least a character; and a control device 
for causing the lowest order of a data consisting of 
digits alone to be printed on the lower order tabset po‘ 
sition side of a printing column according to the afore 
said ?rst output signal and an output signal from the 
memory device for storing the printing position of the 
highest order of the printing data and for causing the 
highest order of a data including at least a character to 
be recorded on the higher order tabset position side of 
a printing'column according to the aforesaid second 
output signal. 

1 Claim, 15 Drawing Figures 
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CONTROL DEVICE FOR TABULATION PRINTING 

This invention relates to improvements on a control 
device for tabulation printing and more particularly to 
a control device for causing the lowest order of data 
consisting of digits alone to be printed on the lower‘ 
order tabset position side of a printing column on a tab 
ulated sheet and also causing the highest order of a data 
including at least a' character to be recorded on the 
higher order tabset position side of a printing column. 
Where a data consisting of digits alone or a data in 

cluding at least a character (in this invention, a data in 
cluding at least a character includes a data consisting 
of characters alone and is called as “character 
containing data”) is printed in a designated column on 
a tabulation printing sheet, for example, a tabulated 
bill, by means of an electronic calculator, then tabset 
positions de?ning the columns of a tabulated bill are 
?rst stored in a memory device. The higher order tabset 
position (later described) of a column requiring print 
ing is selected by designating the address of an input 
data being printed. A printing head is driven up to the 
selected tabset position, and the aforesaid input data 
begins to be printed in the designated column with the 
highest order of said data disposed on the higher order 
tabset position side of said column. Where a plurality 
of data being printed in a'given column are “character 
containing data” as previously de?ned, then it is de 
sired that printing be so made as to cause the highest 
order indications of these data to be vertically aligned. 
Where, however, the highest order indications of a plu 
rality of data consisting of digits alone are printed in 
vertical alignment, then great dif?culties will be pres 
ented in judging the arithmetical order of said highest 
order digits (namely, whether said digits represent the 
order of thousands, hundreds or tens) and conse 
quently arithmetically calculating all these data. 
Though it is preferred, as described above, vertically to 
align those digits included in a plurality of digital data 
being printed in a designated column which assume the 
same order, yet a control device for attaining this ar 
rangement should be of simple construction and capa 
ble of easy reliable operation. 

It is accordingly the object of this invention to pro 
vide a tabulation printing control device of simple con 
struction and capable of easy reliable operation which 
causes the lowest order digits of a plurality of digital 
data to be recorded on the lower tabset position side of 
a designated column and also causes the highest order 
indications of a plurality of “character-containing 
data” to be recorded on the higher tabset position side 
of said column. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The control device of this invention comprises an 
input means of a printing data; a memory device for 
temporarily storing a printing data delivered from the 
input means; a printing means for printing the tempo 
rarily stored data in the designated column of a printing 
sheet; a tabset register for storing a plurality of tabset 
position signals de?ning the columns of the printing 
sheet; a discriminator for generating a ?rst signal Where 
the printing data consists of digits alone and a second 
signal where the printing data includes at least a char 
acter; a means for reading out a signal denoting the 
lower order tabset position of the designated column 
from the tabset register and generating a signal specify 
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2 
ing the position in which the highest order indication of 
the temporarily stored data is to be printed, with refer 
ence to the read out signal and a signal corresponding 
to the number of orders of the printing data; ?rst con 
trol means for controlling the printing means with ref 
erence to the ?rst signal and a signal designating the 
printing position of the highest order such that where 
the input data consists of digits alone, the highest order 
digit is printed in the foremost printing position of the 
designated column of the printing sheet and the lowest 
order digit in the lower tabset position side of the col 
umn; and second control means for controlling the 
printing means with reference to the second output sig 
nal such that where the input data includes at least a 
character, the printing of the data is commenced from 
the higher tabset position side of the designated column 
of the printing sheet. 
The control device of this invention automatically at 

tains required printing by very simple operations of, for 
example, storing tabset signals in the tabset register, 
supplying printing data and judging by a discriminator 
whether the printing data consists of digits alone or the 
previously de?ned “character~containing type”, 
thereby eliminating the aforementioned drawbacks of 
the prior art by simple construction and easy, reliable 
control of printing. 
According to the present control device, the charac 

ters of the “character-containing data" are indicated in 
the same order positions as the digits of a data consist 
ing of digits alone. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

This invention can be more fully understood from the 
following detailed description when taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawing, in which: 
FIGS. 1A and 1B together are a block circuit diagram 

of a tabulation printing control device according to an 
embodiment of this invention; 
FIG. 2A shows the arrangement of an embodiment of 

a discriminator; 
FIG. 2B is a table of coded numerical ?gures and 

characters constituting printing data supplied to the 
discriminator; 
FIG. 2C is a detailed diagram of the printing control 

circuit of FIGS. 1A and 1B; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a tabulated bill in which printing 

was made using the control device of the invention; and 
FIGS. 4A-4I show the manner in which the registers 

in FIGS. 1A and 1B are stored with signals when data 
are printed in the tabulated bill of FIG. 3. 
The control device of FIGS. 1A and 1B comprises a 

keyboard 10 for supplying a printing data; a buffer reg~ 
ister 11 for temporarily storing the supplied printing 
data; a printing section 12 for printing the data read out 
from the buffer register 11 on a printing sheet, for ex 
ample, a tabulated bill (now shown); a tabset register 
13; a printing position register 14 for storing the extent 
of printing carried out by the printing section 12; a tab 
set control register 15 and a discriminator 16 all ar 
ranged in the later described relationship. The tabset 
register 13 is stored with a plurality of tabset position 
signals de?ning the respective printing columns of a 
tabulated bill, namely, a number of bits, for example, 
120 bits at maximum, as shown in FIG. 4A, corre 
sponding to the number of printed indications or digits 
and/or characters constituting one horizontal line of 
printing carried out by the printing section 12. The 
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printing position register 14 is interlockingly operated 
with the tabset register 13 and has the same storing ca 
pacity as the latter. Both registers 13 and 14 consist of, 
for example, shift registers actuated in synchronous re 
lationship and respectively have a cyclic shifting cir 
cuit. An output signal from the printing position regis 
ter 14 is supplied to an AND circuit 17, together with 
a tabset position selecting signal S1 delivered from the 
keyboard 10. An output signal from the AND circuit 17 
is conducted to the tabset register 13 through an OR 
circuit 18. A tabset space signal S2 obtained from the 
keyboard 10 is supplied as a shiftup signal 53a to the‘ 
printing position register 14 through an OR circuit 19, 
an output signal from which in turn is supplied to the 
printing section 12 as a printing position-advancing sig 
nal (or stepping signal) S3b. A carriage return signal S4 
delivered from the keyboard 10 is transmitted to the 
printing position register 14 as a carriage return signal 
34a for shifting down the bits stored therein, and also 
to the printing section 12 as a carriage return instruc 
tion signal 84b. As the result, the printing section 12 
gives forth a carriage return end signal (or a carriage 
return completion signal) S5 corresponding to the car 
riage return instruction signal S4b, said carriage return 
end signal SS being delivered to the set terminal S of a 
?ip-?op circuit 20. Output signals from the registers 13 
and 14 are carried to an AND circuit 21. Where both 
output signals coincide with each other, said AND cir 
cuit 21 generates an output signal which in turn is 
transmitted to the reset terminal R of the ?ip-?op cir 
cuit 20 to reset it. An output set signal from the ?ip 
?op circuit 20 is supplied to the OR circuit 19. 
Output signals from the tabset register 13 and print 

ing position register 14 are delivered to an AND circuit 
22, an output signal from which is supplied to the set 
terminal S of a ?ip-?op circuit 23, an output set signal 
from which is carried to a delay circuit 24 consisting of 
a delayed flip-?op circuit for delaying said set signal for 
one bit shift time, for example, of the tabset register 13. 
An output signal from the delay circuit 24 is transmit 
ted to an AND circuit 25 together with the succeeding 
output signal from the tabset register 13. An output sig 
nal from the AND circuit 25 is conducted to the reset 
terminal R of the flip-?op circuit 23, as well as to one 
input terminal of an AND circuit 26, to the other input 
terminal of which a signal S6 denoting the detection of 
the stop of the printing head after the carriage return 
is supplied as a gate signal from the printing section 12 
through an OR circuit 27. An output signal from the 
AND circuit 26 is delivered to the input terminal of the 
tabset control register 15 through an OR circuit 28. 
The tabset control register 15 consists of a shift register 
capable of storing as many orders as the tabset register 
13. A one-bit delay circuit 29, AND circuit 30 and OR 
circuit 28 jointly constitute a cyclic shifting circuit. An 
output signal from the OR circuit 27 is carried as a gate 
signal to one input‘terminal of the AND circuit 30 
through an inverter 31. A signal S7 denoting a printing 
data is supplied from the keyboard 10 to the buffer reg 
ister 11 to be temporarily stored therein. The buffer 
register 11 is provided with a readout circuit 32 for 
reading out the foremost order of the temporarily 
stored data. A data read out by said readout circuit 32 
is conducted as a printing data to the printing section 
12 through an AND circuit 33. Said foremost order 
readout circuit 32 may be formed by the known pro 
cess. This process is already set forth in FIGS. 1 and 2 
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4 
appended to the US. Pat. No. ‘3,351,917 entitled “In 
formation storage and retrieval system having a‘ dy 
namic memory device”. “ . 

An input data signal S7 is also supplied to the dis 
criminator 16 which generates a ?rst signal S9 where 
an input data consists of digits alone and a second sig 
nal S10 where the input data is the ,“character 
containing type”. This discriminator 16‘ consists, as 
showh in FIG. 2A, of a bit detecting circuit 34 which ‘ 
produces a signal S11 when it is detected that thebit 
of any of the particular orders of an input data ‘denotes 
l (the discriminator 16 is suppliedwith an input data 
signal S7 represented by the codes of, for example, 
'FIG. 2B) and a ?ip-?op circuit 35 which produces a 
second output set signal S10 from said signal S11 and 
is reset by the later described signal S14 denoting the‘ 
completion of printing. FIG. 2B illustrates numerical 
?gures and characters represented by bits supplied to 
the bit detecting circuit 34. Where the bits collectively 
represent a numeral, then both ?fth and sixthtbits of the 
aforesaid particular orders represent 0 and the flip-flop 
circuit 35 remains in a reset condition, namely, the first , 
signal S9 denotes I. Where the bits collectively shows 
a character, then at least one of the ?fth and sixth bits, 
indicates l, and the ?ip-?op-circuit 35 is brought into 
a set condition, namely, the second signal S10 shows 1. 
A tab operation signal S12 obtained by the operation 

of the keyboard 10 gives a control instruction to a 
printing control circuit 36. The detailed ‘arrangement 
of this printing control circuit 36 is indicated in FIG. 
2C. When a tab operation signal S12 is supplied to a 
delay flip-?op circuit 361, then the printing control cir 
cuit 36 gives forth an output signal], which‘ in. turn is‘ 
conducted to an AND circuit 37 together with the first 
output signal S9 from the discriminator 16. An output 
signal from the AND circuit 37 is transmitted to the set 
terminal S of a ?ip-?op circuit 38 to set it. This flip-flop 
circuit 38 is reset by an output signal delivered from an 
AND circuit 47 when coincidence takes place between 
output signals from the printing position register 14 and. 
tabset control register 15. An output set signal from the 
?ip-?op circuit 38 is supplied as a shiftup signal 53a, to 
the printing position register 14 and as a printing posi 
tion-advancing signal S312 to the printing section 12 
through the OR circuits 39 and 19. 
The output signal I from the printing control circuit, 

36 is conducted to the input terminal of the AND cir 
cuit 40 together with the second signal S10‘from the 
discriminator 16. An output signal from the AND cir 
cuit 40 is supplied as a shiftup signal 830 to the printing 
position register 14 and as a printing position 
advancing signal 83b to the printing section 12. 
The OR circuit 362 included in the printing control 

circuit 36 is supplied with an output reset signal from‘ 
the flip-flop circuit 38 and output signals from the‘ 
aforesaid AND circuit 40 and the later described AND 
circuit 41. Among the above-mentioned output signals, 
an output signal from the ?ip-?op circuit 38is passed 
through the indicated head portion extraction circuit to I 
have its head portion alone supplied to the OR circuit‘ ~ 
362. This head portion extraction circuit consists of an 
AND circuit 365 having one input terminal supplied 
with an output reset signal from the flip-flop circuit 38 
and the other input terminal supplied with a signal pro 
duced by delaying said output reset signal in a delay cir-. 
cuit 363 and thereafter passing it through an inverter 
364. When an output signal from the OR circuit 362 is 
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delivered to a delayed flip-?op circuit 366, an output 
signal II is given forth therefrom in succession to the 
output signal I, and transmitted as a gate signal to the 
input terminal of the AND circuit 33. When an output 
signal from the delayed ?ip-?op circuit 366 passes 
through a delayed ?ip-?op circuit 367, an output signal 
III is generated from the latter circuit 367 in succession 
to the output signal‘ll, and conducted to the input ter 
minal of the OR circuit 39. When an output signal from 
the delayed ?ip-?op circuit 367 is conducted through 
a delayed ?ip-?op circuit 368, an output signal IV is 
produced from the latter circuit 368 in succession to 
the output signal III. The output signal IV is delivered 
to the input terminals of the AND circuits 41 and 42. 
As apparent from FIG. 2C, the printing control circuit 
36 generates the output signals II, III and IV in succes 
sion, each time said circuit 36 is supplied with an out 
put signal S13 from the AND circuit 41. An output sig 
nal from the AND circuit 42 is supplied to the OR cir 
cuit 27 as a printing end signal S14 and also to the dis 
criminator 16 as a reset signal. One input terminal of 
the AND circuit 41 is supplied with an output signal 
from a holding circuit 43 through an inverter 44 and 
one input terminal of the AND circuit 42 is directly 
supplied with the same output of the holding circuit 43. 
This holding circuit 43 holds an output signal from the 
delay circuit 24, until the stored data is cleared, for ex 
ample, by a shift end pulse ¢e delivered per shift cycle 
in the tabset register 13. 
When a printing data signal is given forth upon de 

pression of a key on the keyboard 10, a data common 
signal S15 is supplied as a gate signal to one input ter 
minal of an AND circuit 46 with its timing controlled 
by a timing control circuit 45 during one shift cycle in 
the tabset control register 15. The other input terminal 
of the AND circuit 46 is supplied with an output signal 
from the tabset control register 15. An output signal 
from the AND circuit 46 is transmitted to the input side 
of the tabset control register 15 through the OR circuit 
28, in which, therefore, a quick cyclic shifting circuit 
is formed. 
There willnow be described the manner in which 

tabulation printing is carried out using the control de 
vice of this invention arranged as described above. 
First, the tabset register 13 is stored, as in FIG. 4A, with 
signals denoting, for example, tabset positions 10, 20 . 
. . 80 in the tabulated bill of FIG. 3. These tabset posi 
tions are stored in the tabset register 13 by operation 
of the tabset space key and tabset position-selecting 
key on the keyboard 10. Key depression generates a 
tabset space signal S2, which in turn is supplied as a 
printing position-advancing signal 83b to the printing 
section 12 through the OR circuit 19 so as to shift the 
printing position to the right side and also as the shiftup 
signal S3a which causes the bit stored in the foremost 
position in the printing position register 14 to be car-, 
ried to the indicated right side (FIG. 4B). The bit 
stored in the printing position register 14 and the print 
ing position are always carried along in synchroniza 
tion, so that the position of the stored bit occupies an 

. order corresponding to the printing position. Where 
the tabset register 13 isto be stored with a tabset posi 
tion signal corresponding to, for example, the tabset 
position 10 in a tabulated bill, then the printing head is 
pushed forward to said tabset position 10 by the tabset 
space signal S2, namely, the printing position 
advancing signal S3b. Under this condition, the tabset 
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position-selecting signal S1 is supplied as a gate signal 
to the AND circuit 17. As simultaneous cyclic shifting 
takes place in the tabset register 13 and printing posi~ 
tion register 14 and also a bit is stored in the tabset po 
sition 10 of the printing register 14, the position 10 in 
the printing position register 14 is written with a bit in 
the tabset register 13 as the tabset position 10. When 
the tabset space operation and tabset selecting opera 
tion are conducted while de?ning the printing position 
with reference to the tabset positions in the tabulated 
bill of FIG. 3 in the same manner, then a plurality of 
tabset position signals de?ning the respective columns 
of the tabulated bill are stored in the tabset register 13, 
as illustrated in FIG. 4A. 7 

When the tabset positions of FIG. 4A have been set 
in the tabset register 13, data is printed in the respec 
tive columns of the tabulated bill of FIG. 3. Now let it 
be assumed that a number 145 is going to be printed in 
the foremost column C1 de?ned between the tabset po 
sitions 10 and 20. In this case, a carriage return signal 
S4 is ?rst generated by operation of the corresponding 
key on the keyboard 10. The printing head is brought 
back to the foremost position (the indicated extreme 
left or zero position) by the carriage return instruction 
signal 841), and the position of the bit stored in the 
printing position register 14 is carried backward to its 
zero position. When the carriage return signal S4 is 
given forth, the printing section 12 is subjected to car 
riage return and generates a carriage return end signal 
S5. Since the ?ip-flop circuit 20 is set by the carriage 
return end signal S5, the printing position register 14 is 
supplied with a shiftup signal 83a through the OR cir 
cuit 19. The printing section 12 is also supplied with a 

' printing position step up signal 83b for advancing the 
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printing head to the right. As the result, the printing 
head and the bit stored in the printing position register 
14 are shifted through the same number of orders. 
When the printing head travels to the right until the bit 
stored in the printing position register 14 is brought to 
the position corresponding to the tabset position 10 in 
the tabset register 13, then the AND circuits 21 and 22 
generate an output signal. An output signal from the 
AND circuit 21 resets the ?ip-?op circuit 20 to stop the 
rightward advance of the printing head, while an output 
signal from the AND circuit 22 sets the ?ip-?op circuit 
23. An output signal from the ?ip-?op circuit 23 thus 
set is delayed by a one-bit shifting time and supplied as 
a gate signal to the AND circuit 25. When the AND cir 
cuit 25 is supplied with a signal denoting the tabset po 
sition 20 in succession to a signal representing the tab 
set position 10 in the tabset register 13 (an output sig 
nal causing the ?ip-flop circuit to be set), an output sig 
nal from the delay circuit 24 is delivered to the AND 
circuit 25, which in turn generates an output signal. 
One input terminal of the AND circuit 26 is already 
supplied with a signal S6 generated by the printing sec 
tion 12 when the printing head is brought to rest after 
carriage return. When, therefore, the other input termi~ 
nal of the AND circuit 26 is supplied with an output sig 
nal from the AND circuit 25, then the AND circuit 26 
gives forth an output signal which denotes the tabset 
position 20 in the tabset register 13. Said output signal 
denoting the tabset position 20 is written in the tabset 
control register 15, while data stored therein is extin 
guished by an output signal from the inverter 31 (FIG. 
4C). As seen from FIG. 4A, the foremost or extreme 
left column C1 is de?ned between the higher order tab 
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set position 10 and the lower order tabset position 20, 
the succeeding column C2 between the higher order 
tabset position 20 and the lower order tabset position 
30 and so forth. I 

Where a number 145 is going to be printed in the 
foremost column C1, the subject control device is sup 
plied with a printing data signal S7 denoting a number 
145 through key depression on the keyboard 10. Said 
data signal S7 is stored in the output buffer register 11, 

1 and a data common signal S15 corresponding to the 

number of orders included in the printing data is sup 
plied as a gate signal to the AND circuit 46 through the 
timing control circuit 45, causing a quick cyclic shifting 
circuit free from the delay circuit 29 to be formed in 
the tabset control register 15. A plurality of bits repre 
senting the three orders of the printing data 145 are re 
corded ahead of the bit denoting the tabset position 20 
which was previously stored through the AND circuit 
26, thus displaying the stored condition of FIG. 4D. 
When the first digit 1 of the printing data 145 is printed 
in the foremost one of the stored bits, then the last digit 
5 of said data 145 is impressed on the side of the lower 
tabset position 20 in the ?rst column C1. 
There will now be described the manner in which 

concrete printing ‘is progressively carried out. The 
printing data signal S7 is conducted to the discrimina 
tor 16 indicated in FIG. 2A. Where said signal S7 de 
notes a numerical data as shown in FIG. 2B, the bits of 
the fifth and sixth orders are 0 and consequently a sig 
nal $11 from the bit-detecting circuit 34 also indicates 
0. Accordingly, the ?ip-?op circuit 35 reset by the 
printing end signal or printing completion signal S14 
gives forth a reset signal S9 of 1. When a signal S12 is 
generated by tab operation in the keyboard 10 after the 
input operation of data 145, a signal I is ?rst delivered 
from the printing control circuit 36. This signal I sets 
the ?ip-?op circuit 38, an output set signal from which 
is transmitted to the printing section 12 as a printing 
head-advancing signal 83b and also to the printing posi 
tion register 14 as a shiftup signal S3a. 
When the printing head, as well as the bit stored in 

the printing position register 14, advances to the right, 
then the position of said bit in the printing position reg 
ister 14 and that of the foremost one of a plurality of 
bits stored in the tabset control register 15 coincide 
with each other. At the time of said coincidence, the 
AND circuit 45 produces an output signal to reset the 
?ip-?op circuit 38, thereby stopping the rightward ad 
vance of the printing head and the rightward shifting in 
the printing position register 14. As the result, the 
printing head is set at the foremost one of the bits (FIG. 
4D) stored in the tabset control register 15, namely, at 
the point where the ?rst digit 1 of the numerical data 
145 is to be printed. The position of the bit stored in the 
printing position register 14 at this time is indicated in 
FIG. 4E. 
When the printing head takes the above-mentioned 

position, the printing control circuit 36 generates an 
output signal II upon receipt of an output reset signal 
from the ?ip-flop circuit 38. Said output signal II is sup 
plied as a gate signal to the AND circuit 33. On the 
other hand, the foremost order readout circuit 32 is 
stored with a signal denoting the first digit 1 of the 
input data 145 drawn out from the buffer register 11. 
When, therefore, the AND circuit 33 is gated by the 
signal II, a signal instructing the printing of the ?rst 
digit 1 is delivered to the printing section 12, causing 
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8 
the digit 1 to be impressed at that point on a. tabulated 
bill which corresponds to the position shown in FIG. 
4E. Next, an output signal III from the printing control 
circuit 36 shifts the printing position rightward for a 
distance of one order, and ‘also the bit stored in. the 
printing position register 14 rightward similarly for a 
distance of one order as shown in FIG. 4F; At this time 
‘the printing control circuit 36 gives forth an output sig 
nal IV, which in turn is deliveredto the AND circuits 
41 and 42. In the stage of FIG. 4F, however, coinci 
dence does not occur between the position of the bit 
stored in the printing position register 14 and that of 
the bit stored in the tabset register 13. Accordingly, the 
holding circuit43 produces an output signal of 0 , and 
the AND circuit 41 gives forth an output signal S13 by ‘ 
the action of the inverter 44, causing the printing con. 
trol circuit 36 to generate output signals II, III and IV 
again in succession. When the signal II is delivered to 
the AND circuit 33, then a signal denoting the second 
digit 4 of the input data of 145 is supplied to the print 
ing section 12, causing the digit 4 to be printed immedi 
ately after the previously impressed digit 1. 
When the printing head is shifted by the signal III fur 

ther rightward for a distance of one order, then the bit 
stored in the printing position register 14 also advances 
rightward similarly for a distance of one order as shown 
in FIG. 46. Since, under this condition, coincidence 
does not take place between the position of the bit 
stored in the tabset register 13 and that of the bit stored 
in the printing position register 14, the printing control. 
circuit 36 gives forth output signals II, III and IV‘in turn 
upon receipt of an output signal S13. At this ‘time, the 
last digit 5 of the input data 145 already storedin the 
foremost order readout circuit 32 is drawn out‘by the 
signal II for printing. After the printing of the digit 5, 
the signal III further shifts the printing head by one or 
der, causing the bit stored in the printing position regis 
ter 14 to be brought to the position indicated in FIG.‘ 
4H. At this point, the position of the bit stored in the 
printing position register 14 coincides with that of the . 
bit stored in the tabset position 20 of the tabset register 
13. Accordingly, the flip—flop circuit 23 is set, and an 
output signal IV from the printing control circuit 36 co-‘ 
incides with an output signal from the holding circuit 
43, causing the AND circuit 42 to generate an output 
signal, which in turn is transmitted as a printing end sig 
nal S14 to the OR circuit 27 and the AND circuit 30 
through the inverter 31. When the AND circuit 30 pro 
duces an output signal of 0, the data stored in the tabset 
control register 15 is extinguished and the gate of the 
AND circuit 26 is opened to cause a signal denotingthe 
tabset position 30 following the tabset position 20 (said 
tabset position 30 represents the lower order tabset po 
sition of the second column C2 of FIG. 4.) to be written 
in the tabset control register 15 (FIG. 41), thus ‘provid 
ing a condition ready for printing in the second column 
C2. In this case, the ?rst output signal S9 from the dis 
criminator 16 is in the state of I. 
There will now be described the case where a charac 

tercontaining data, for example, AS-8D indicated in 
FIG. 3 is printed in the second‘column C2 de?ned be 
tween the tabset positions 20 and 30. When the subject 
control device'is supplied ‘with said data AS-SD by op-‘ 
eration of the keyboard 10, the data is stored in the buf 
fer register 11 and also conducted to the discriminator 
16, wherein at least one of the bits occupying the ?fth 
and sixth orders included in the codes representing the‘ 
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characters is 1, thus resulting in signal S11 (an output 
from the bit detector 34)= l, S9=0 and Sl0=l (FIG. 
2A). Printing is progressively carried out by the signals 
I, II, III and IV delivered from the printing control cir 
cuit 36 through tab operation of the keyboard 10 in 
substantially the same manner as in the printing of the 
numerical data 145. The only difference is that the 
printing of the character~containing data is com 
menced from the side of the tabset position 20 (FIG. 
3). Following is the reason. Though stored with bits at 
points corresponding to the respective orders of the 
input data AS-SD, the tabset control register 15 does 
not take part in controlling the position where the 
character-containing data is to be printed, because the 
?ip-?op circuit 38 remains in a reset state (Q=0). To 
describe in detail, when the tab operation is conducted 
after introduction of the input data AS-8D, then the 
printing control circuit 36 produces a signal I, which 
effects the one-order rightward advance of the printing 
head, as well as of the bit registered in the printing posi 
tion register 14. Since the flip-flop circuit 38 is not set 
as described above, the printing head is made to ad 
vance only for a distance of one order but not continu 
ously. Upon the one-order shift of the printing head, 
the printing control circuit 36 generates an output II 
which causes the character A of the foremost order 
read out from the buffer register 11 by the foremost 
order readout circuit 32 to be printed. Thereafter, 
upon receipt of an output signal III, the printing head 
further advances rightward by one order. When the 
printing control circuit 36 produces an output signal 
IV; the holding circuit 43 generates an output signal of 
0. Consequently said printing control circuit 36 gives 
forth again an output signal II to cause the character S 
to be printed immediately after the character A. Print 
ing is thus continued until the ?nal character D is im 
pressed. In this case, the printing control circuit 36 re 
peatedly generates the signals II, III and IV until an out 
put signal from the holding circuit 43 indicates the state 
of l , causing the printing head to travel rightward step 
wise, namely, by one order each time. Upon comple 
tion of printing, the printing section 12 is not supplied 
with any other fresh input data. When, therefore, the 
printing head reaches the lower order tabset position 
30, a printing end signal S14 is issued to stop the print 
ing head, and the ?ip-?op circuit 35 of the discrimina 
tor 16 is reset, thus providing a condition ready for 
printing in the third column C3. 
The foregoining embodiment relates to the case 
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10 
where the position in which the foremost order of an ' 
input data was to be printed was defined by storing the 
tabset control register 15 with additional bits corre 
sponding to the number of orders of the input data at 
a higher order point than, namely, on the left side of the 
bit already stored therein. However, the above 
mentioned operation may be replaced simply by shift 
ing the bit stored in the tabset control register 15 to a 
higher order position. Further, the tabset control regis 
ter 15 may be substituted by a counter. The subject 
control device may be directly supplied with data ob 
tained from a computer without using a keyboard. This 
invention may be practised using a counter instead of 
the printing position register 14. 
While the printing head itself was shifted in the fore 

going embodiment, it is obviously possible to ?x the 
printing head and instead move a printing sheet. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A control device for tabulation printing compris 

ing an input means of a printing data; a memory device 
for temporarily storing a printing data supplied by the 
input means; a printing means for printing the tempo 
rarily stored data in the designated column of a printing 
sheet; a tabset register for storing a plurality of tabset 
position signals defining the columns of the printing 
sheet; a discriminator for generating a first signal where 
the printing data only consists of digits and a second 
signal where the printing data includes at least a char 
acter; a means for reading out a signal denoting the 
lower order tabset position of the designated column 
from the tabset register and generating a signal desig 
nating the position where the foremost order of the 
temporarily stored data is to be printed, with reference 
to the readout signal and a signal denoting the number 
of orders of the printing data; a control means for con 
trolling the printing means with reference to the first 
signal and a signal designating the printing position of 
the foremost order such that where the input data only 
consists of digits, the highest order digit is impressed in 
the foremost printing position of the designated column 
of the printing sheet andzthe lowest order digit in the 
lower tabset position side of said column; and a control 
means for controlling the printing means with refer 
ence to the second signal such that where the input 
data includes at least a character, the printing of said 
data is commenced from the higher order tabset posi 
tion side of the designated column of the printing sheet. 
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